
ESSENTIAL 
 
Technology Content Development 

Panopto Record audio and slides 

 Record audio, video of presenter and slides 

 Record audio, video of presenter, slides and desktop capture 

 Record audio, video of whiteboard and slides 

 Record visualizer and slides 

 Create a link to Panopto content in a Blackboard Shell 

 Create different outputs of Panopto content 

 Embed a Panopto video in an Item on a Blackboard page 

 Edit, copy, rename, transfer into video file  

 Copy and merge Panopto sessions to create one resource 

 Add and remove events in the Panopto editor 

WordPress/ 
CELT Hub 

Create a blog post and add categories to it 

 Create a stand alone page which includes: 
- 2 paragraphs of text 
- a hyperlink to an external website that opens in a new window 
- a hyperlink to a page on the hub 
- an image that has been uploaded to the media library 

a) embedded at original size 
b) embedded and resized to 200 x 150 



- a video that has been uploaded to the media library 
a) embedded at default size 
b) embedded and resized to 200 x 150 

- a youtube video embedded in the page (resized to 240 x 160) 
- a table (with 4 rows and 3 columns) which includes text and at least 1 image in it 

DMU 
Streaming 
Server 

Upload a video to the streaming server 

 Embed the video in a Blackboard page 

Advanced 
Blackboard 

Embed a video from an online video repository (other than YouTube via Mashup) in a Blackboard page 

PowerPoint Create a ppt presentation with overdubbed audio 

 Export a ppt presentation as a ‘movie’ 

 Create a navigable .ppt presentation 

 Use sound and video files within a presentation and be aware of the issues with keeping video in the same 
directory 

 Use the .ppt sound recorder to embed voice comments direct into slides 

Box of 
Broadcasts 
(BoB) 

Embed a BoB video in a Blackboard Page 

Flip/digital 
Camera 

Capture content on a flip/digital camera and upload it to Blackboard 

 Edit the film captured from the flip in windows movie maker 

 Edit and add captions, tile and credits to the movie 



 Use the content in; .ppt, Bb, the Commons, etc. 

Turning 
Point/voting 

Create a Turning Point presentation 

 Export the data for analysis 

E-portfolio Create an ePortfolio (template) 

Using Lync 
Phones 

Use the handset as a microphone and speakers 

Turnitin and 
GradeMark 

Add a rubric 
Mark a submission using a rubric 

Social 
networking 

Send a tweet @somebody whilst using a #tag 

 Set up a closed Facebook group that only invited users can see and interact with 

Online 
conferencing 

Set up a Google Hangout 

 Set up a Skype session 

 Set up a Lync conference 

Campus Pack Create a Campus pack: 
Audio Podcast 
Video Podcast 

Screencasts Capture and edit , adding callouts to reinforce information  

Movie editing 
in Movie 
Maker and 

Add, edit and publish 



iMovie 

Copyright 
and 
Intellectual 
Property 

Source IP free content 

 Incorporate OER content into teaching and learning materials 

 How to license content appropriately 

 How to obtain consent when ‘recording’ activities (staff and student) 

Microsoft 
Word 

Use tracked changes and/or comments to create electronic feedback  

MS Windows 
7 

Start and record audio using the Sound Recorder 

 Be able to change Recording and Playback device settings/defaults 

Classroom 
technology 

Be able to turn on the lectern and AV PC 

 Be able to switch displays and use the visualiser 

 Be able to present using a second device plugged into either the VGA or HDMI interface 
 
 
  



USEFUL TO KNOW 
 
Technology Content Development 

Advanced 
Blackboard 

Create a learning module that incorporates a youtube video and a quiz which gives access to a certificate of 
completion only when all questions are answered correctly 

 Embed a basic html website in a Blackboard page 

 Use the Grade Center to manually administer multimedia feedback files 

Wordpress 
CV 

Create a CV/profile on the DMU Commons 

Microsoft 
Expression 

Create a screen capture using Expression 

 Edit the screen capture before encoding 

Articulate Create a navigable resource with different sections and links 

Microsoft 
Word 

Create a quiz with drop-down menus in Word 
 

 Create a questionnaire using form fields and document protect as a feedback survey 

Online 
survey tools 

Be able to set up a Surveymonkey survey for student feedback 

Multimedia Use YouTube 

 Use Vimeo 

 Use SlideShare 
 


